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Abstract
Faudree, R.J., R.J. Gould and L.M. Lesniak, Generalized degrees and Menger path systems,
Discrete Applied Mathematics 37/38 (1992) 179-191.
For positive integers d and W, let P&,,(G) denote the property that between each pair of vertices
of the graph G, there are m internally disjoint paths of length at most d. For a positive integer
t, a graph G satisfies the minimum generalized degree condition 6,(G) 1s if the cardinality of the
union of the neighborhoods of each set of I vertices of G is at least s. Generalized degree conditions that insure that &,,!(G) is satisfieti are investigated. For example, if for fixed positive integers tr5, dz5t2, and mz 2, an rn-connected graph G of order n satisfies the generalized
degree condition S,(G) 2 (t/(t -i l))(Sir/(ti+ 2)) -+(1~s- i jd + 3pfz,then for n sufficiently large G has
property P&,,(G). Also, if the order of magnitude of 6,(G) is decreased, then P&,l(G) will not
hold; so the result is sharp in terms of order of magnitude of 6,(G).

1. Introduction
Consider a graph G that models a computer network with each vertex representing a processor and each edsf representing a two-way communication link. To insure that the network is fault-tolerant with respect to processor failures, it is
necessary that the number of internally disjoint paths between each pair c;f vertices
* This research is partially supported under ONR contract NOOO14-88-K-0070.
0166-218X/92/$05.00
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of G exceed the number of possible failures. Connectivity is clearly the crucial graph
concept. However, the length of time for the information to arrive is also i,mportant,
so it is desirable that the internally disjoint paths be short. This requires that between each pair of vertices of the graph G there is a specified number of internally
disjoint paths, with a bound on the length of each.
For positive integers d and m, let &,JG) denote the property that between each
pair of vertices of the graph G there are at least in internally disjoint paths, each
of length at most d. The graph G representing a computer network prone to processor failures should satisfy P,,,JG) for appropriate values of d and m. Menger’s
classic result [8] on connectivity solves the problem of the existence of a system of
such paths, if there is no concern for the length of the paths in the system. Although
Menger’s theorem gives no information about the length of the paths, the “length
problem” has been studied. For example, in [l] Bond and Peyrat studied the effect
of adding or deleting edges on the diameter of a network, and Chung and Garey
considered diameter bounds in [3]. Menger type results for paths of bounded length
were proved by Lovasz, Neumann-Lara and Plummer in [7] and by Pyber and Tuza
in [l l], and h4engerian theorems for “long paths” (i.e., at least a given length) were
given by Montejano and Neumann-Lara in [9] and by Hager in [6]. In [lo] property
&JG) and its application to computer networks and distributed processing was
introduced. Extremal results for Pd,,JG) were investigated in [5]. These results
were extended in [4] where various combinations of connectivity, minimum degree,
degree properties and neighborhood conditions implying &,JG) were studied.
The neighborhood of a vertex u of a graph G is the collection of vertices adjacent
IO v, and will be denoted by &(v). More generally, if SC V(G), we define
N,(S) = U”& N&). For any set T of vertices of G the neighborhood of v in T,
that is No(v) fl T, will be denoted NT(v) and if SC V(c). we define NT(S) =
uuES NT(v). For a fixed positive integer c and a graph G, we write 6,(G) 2s if the
cardinality of the union of the neighborhoods of each set of t vertices of G is at least
S. Here we investigate conditions based on this generalized minimum degree that imPlY e&G).

2. Results
Notation and standard definitions in this paper will generally follow that found
in [2]. Any special notation will be described as needed. For vertices x and y of a
graph G let &,,,(;i, y) denote the property that there are m internally disjoint x-y
paths in G, each of length at most d. A collection of such paths is called a Menger
path system for x and y. Our first result, a technical lemma, will be used in the
proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3.
Lemma. Let d, m L 2 and t be fi_yed positive integers and k > 1 a fixed real number.
Furthermore, let G be an m-connected graph of order n with a,(G)2 n/k. If there
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exists a pair x, y of vertices of G such that G that does not satisfy P&,,(x, y), but
G + uv does satisfy Pd.&x, y) for each pair u, v of nonadjacent vertices, then for n
sufficiently large, G satisfies Pmaxld+1,L2kl+I),m(x,y).
Proof.

Suppose that G contains a pair u, v of nonadjacent vertices such that
IN&u) (7 Nc(v)l > md. By hypothesis, G + uv contains m internally disjoint x-y
paths 4,P2, . . . , Pm, each of length at most d, where, without loss of generality, v’e
may assume w E E(P,). Since IN&) n Nil
> md, there is a vertex z of G such
that UZ, zv E E(G) and z $ V(Pi), i = 1,2, . . . , m. Clearly, then, G contains the desired
system of x - y paths. Thus, we may assume that for every pair u, v of nonadjacent
vertices of G, 1N&u) n NG(v)(s md.
Since 6,(G) 1 n/k, there are at most t - 1 vertices of G of degree less than n/(kt).
Let A = {IDE V(G) 1deg, v 2 n/(kt)}. Construct a sequence vl, v2, . . . , of of vertices
of G as follows. Let vl be a vertex of A with minimum degree in G and let
A 1= NA(vI)IJ {vt } . Let o2 be a vertex of A -A 1 with minimum degree in G and let
A2 = NA(v2) U {v2}. In general, let ui be a vertex of A - Ujl: Ai with minimum
degree in G and let A, = NA(Vi) U {vi} and A = Uj= 1 Ai. Then for i # j, the vertices
vi and Uj are nonadjacent and, consequently, IAi f7Ajl ~md. Furthermore, since
deg v r n/(kt) for each v E A and n is sufficiently large, we have that 11 kt + 1.
Let u,vEBi for some l&l/and
suppose
For i-1,2,..., I, let Bi=Ai-Uj+iAj.
uv $ E(G). Since uv $ E(G), we have that lNG(u) n No(v)1 %md. Thus one of u and
v, say u, has at most (IsPi + md)/2 adjacencies in Bi. Furthermore, u has at most
lmd adjacencies in A - Bi. Thus for n sufficiently large,

contradicting the choice of Vi. Thus, (Bi)G is complete for i= 1,2, . . . , I.
Suppose there is a vertex w E A - Uf=, Bi. Since deg, w 1 n/(kt), and yzis large,
for some 15 is I we have IN&) fl Bil > md. Consequently, w is adjacent to each
vertex of Bi. Thus G contains disjoint sets Cr, C2, . . . , C, of vertices such that
lU:=, C_‘il
In - t + 1 and (C)o is complete for i = 1,2, . . . , I.
If for some i, lCil <n/k - (mdl)t, then, since 6,~ n/k, each vertex of Ci, with at
most t - 1 exceptions, will be adjacent to at least md vertices of some Cj. However,
if a vertex is adjacent to md vertices of Cj, it is adjacent to all vertices of Cj . Thus,
for some j#i, each of the vertices of Cj is adjacent to each of the vertices of Ci.
Hence, for n sufficiently large, we can assume that ICilz n/k- (mdl)t for
i= I,& ..*, I, and Ilk.
Let PI, P2, . . . . P, be a collection of m internally disjoint x-y paths, the sum of
whose lengths is minimum. Then each path Pi contains at most two vertices of Ci
for i= 1,2, . . . . I and Irk. Thus each Pi has length at most 2Lk] + t. This completes
the proof of the lemma. Cl
Our first main result gives a sufficient condition for Pd.,(G) based on 6,(G) in
the case that tz5 and dz5t2.
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Theorem 1. Let t I 5, d 2 5t 2, and m I 2 be fixed integers. If G is an m-connected
graph of order n with
S,(G)z(+)(-&)+(m-l)d+3t’,
then for n sufficient/y large, Pd,,,,(G) is satisfied.
Proof.

Assume, to the contrary, that G is an nl-connected graph with
6,(G)+&)(&)+(m-l)d+3t2

that does not satisfy P’,,(G) but that G + uv does satisfy Pd.,(G) for each pair u,
t‘ of nonadjacent vertices of G. Since G does not satisfy Pd,,,(G) there are vertices
x and y of G for which G does not satisfy &,(x, y). By the lemma, G contains a collection of ~PIinternally disjoint x-y paths, each of length at most
max {d + 1, L2((t + l)/I)((d + 2)/S)] + t } 5 d + 1. Among all such collections let
P,,PZ,‘.., Pm l?e one, the sum of whose lengths is minimum.
Assume now that PI has length d+l, say P1: x=x~,x~,...,x~+~=~
and let
M= V(G) - uim_2 V(Pj) U (x, y}. Observe that if v EM, then v can be adjacent to
at most three vertices of P, , and for anj i, vxi and UXi+3 are not simultaneously in
E(G). Let d,&, v) denote the distance between u and v in the graph induced by the
vertices in M. For i = 1,2, . . . , d + 2 define Ni as follows:
N, =(x,:;
Ni=(uEMIdM(x,o)=i-1)
d+l
Nd+Z =Mu
N;.
i= I

for 2sisd+l;

For each i, x+ Ni, and the Ni form a partition of M. Note that if SC Ni, then
NG(S)CU~!~ V(~jUN;_,UNiUNi+,.
Let N(S) denote NM(S) c N;_ 1U Ni U
Ni+l- So if iSi 1 t, then jN(S)i r (t/(t+ l))@n/(d+ 2)) + 3t2> (t/(t + l))(Sn/(d+ 2)).
Define a block of G to be a sequence Ni, Ni+ ], . . . ) Ni that satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) no two consecutive terms N, and N,+l, with illlj-1,
have IN/I <t and
WI+,1 <t;
(2) if i#l, then INi_ll<t and lNil<I; and
(3) if j#d+ 2, then INil <l and INj+\(<t.
The length of the block Ni, Ni_ ,, . . . , Nj is defined to be j - i + B; the lefi endpoint
is Xi and the right erldpoint is x, .
Observe first that G contains at most t - 1 blocks of iength 1; otherwise, suppose
-di,,lvi,, ... , Ni, were t blocks of length 1. Then if S = (Xi,,Xi,, . . . ,x;, >, we have
IN&S)1 <3r’+(m - l)d, contradicting 6,(G)r(t/(t+
1j)(Sn/(d+>))+(m - l)d+3r”.
Assume, then, that G has t-I blocks of length 1 where II 1.
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We first show that since 6,(G) z (t/(t + l))(Sn/(d+ 2)) + (m - l)d+ 3t*, then we
also have that 6,(G) 1 (//(I+ l))(Sn/‘(d+ 2 - t + I)) + (m - l)d+ 3t*. Since II t, it suffices to show that for 15 II t - 1 we have

However, this inequality is equivalent to the inequality
dzl*+l+t-2,

which is certainly true since 1s t.
First consider the case 1~5. We show that every block Ni, Ni+ ,, . . . . Ni of G of
length s, where sfl mod4, has (NiUNi+,U~~4Nj~~~~/(d+2+l-t).
If Ni,Ni+, is a block of length 2, then necessarily i+l =d+2 and INd+*l it. Let
SC_N~+*, where lSl=t. Then &@)cNd+lUNd+2
and so

since 125.
If Ni, N;+i,N;+* is a block of length 3, then INi+ll 2 t and so, as above, we have
JNiUNi+iUN;+2l>

(&)(

d+;:l-t)>d+i:l-t

l

If Ni,Ni+,,N;+23;+3 is a block of length 4, then INi+rlzt and INi+21~t and
again we have
INiuNi+,uNi+2uNi+31>d+~~[

-

t’

If Ni,Ni+l,..., Nj is a block of length s>4 with s=Omod 4, then we obtain the
desired result by considering consecutive groups of four N,,. By allowing a group
of three NP at the beginning and/or end of a block we obtain the result for
s=2mod4
and s=3mod4.
If G contains no blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 with 3~5, then
IN,UN2U.4N,+,I>(d+2-(t-I))

(d+2:1-t)

=n9

and we arrive at a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that G contains blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 with SL 5. Let
Ni U N;, 1U 0.. U Ni be such a block of length S. By considering only Nip . . . , Nj_2
and consecutive groups of four NP and a final group of three, we can choose t-sets
appropriately within these NP to show that
~NiuNi+~u~‘~uN~~~~~~+~~~

-

tm(&)(d+t:l

-

t)*
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Suppose first that G contains more than I blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 with sz 5.
Select I such blocks with right endpoints xj,,‘)ci2,. . . ,xj,. Then ;hese I vertices,
together with t - I vertices selected one from each of the blocks of length 1, form
a set S that must satisfy IN(s)I ~(1/(1+ l))(Sn/(d+ 2 + I- t)) + 3t2. Note that there
are at most 3t2 vertices in N(S) that are not in one of the I blocks of length
SE 1 mod 4 with .sz 5. Thus at least one block NiU Ni+ 1U =*U Nj has INj_ 1U Nil z
(1 /(I + l))(Sn/(d + 2 + I - t)), and so
l

Continue in this fashion to obtain blocks Ni,?Gi+I, . . . ,-I!$ of length SE 1 mod 4
with ~25 and such that INiUNi+r U 9.. U Nil rsn/(&- 2 - I + I) until exactly I
blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 with sz 5 remain. Then the same argument shows that
if the sum of the length of these blocks is s *, then their union contains at least
s*n/(d+2 - t-!-I) vertices. Thus, again we have that
IN,UNzU~UNd+21z(d+2-(t-I))

(d+2nt+l)

=n9

which is a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that if lr5 and G has t-I blocks of length 1, then G has
fewer than I blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 with sz 5. We wish to show that in this
case, too, we have

Certainly we have that

since G has fewer than I blocks of length SE 1 mod 4 with sz 5.
For each block Ni, Ni+ 1,Ni+2, Ni.3 of length 4, we observe that

lNiuNi+luAi+2uNi+31z
(i&L-r)

=d+2+1-t
4n

+(E)(d+ZRt+l).

Since 125, it follows that
i_Y,UNi+,L’N,+,UNi+,I1

4n
d+2+l-t

+(i&)(d+2nlfl)*

Certainly, for a block of length s=2 or s= 3 we also have that the union of the
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sets in the blocks contains at least
d+2+1-r
sn

+(&)(d+2L)

vertices. Similarly, if Ni, Ni+ l, . . . , Ni is a block of length s= 6,7 or 8, then by looking at two groups of three or four consecutive NP we see that 1Ni U Ni+ l U . . U Nil
is at least
l

d+2+1-t
sn

+2(&L:J

and, in general, if Ni, Ni+ 1, . . . . Ni is a block of length s = 0, 2 or 3 mod 4, then
INiUNi~,U***U*~l>d+2s:l
Furthermore,

-

t+

([:l)(k)(d+;+l-I)*

if Ni, Ni +1, . . . , Ni is a block of length s= 1 mod 4 with ~25, then

This, however, implies that
IN,UN,U=UN,+,I>n,
since t 2 5 and dz 5t*.
Thus, it must be the case that G has I - I blocks of length 1, where now 1I 1~4.
We wish to show that in this case, too, we have
d+2n

IN,UN2UUN,+,1>(d+2-(t--I))

-

t+l

>

=n.

For each block NipNi+ r,l’Vi+2,Ni+ 3 of length 4, we observe by hypothesis that
INiuNi+IuNi+2uNi+31>

(s&s>*

However, 5t/((t + l)(d + 2)) > 4/(d + 2 + I - t), since I L 5 and dr St’. Thus
INiUNi+IU*m*UNilZ4n/(d+2+I-t)+&n
for some E>O. Similarly, for a block
of length s= 2 or s= 3 we also have that the union of the sets in the block contains
at least sn/(d+ 2 + I- t) + en. Similarllr, if Ni, Ni+ I, . . . , Ni is a block of hgth S= 6,
7 or 8, then by looking at two groups of three or four consecutive NP we see that
INi U Ni+ 1U ==U Njl is at least sn/(d+ 2 + I- t) + 2&n and, in general, if Ni,
Ni+r9 e*9Nj is a block of length s=O, 2 or 3 mod 4, then
l

l

INiUNi+,U~*~UNjJ>d+zs:l

- t+

R. J. ~cudree et al.
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Furthermore, suppose among its blocks, G contains two blocks Nil, Ni, + 1,. . . , Nj,
and !~V,,,+~l?t, then
and N~~vNi,+l,***,Njz of length 5. We claim that it j,=d+2
the corresponding block oi length 5 has at least 5nJd + 2 + / - t) + en vertices. To
see this let S be the t-set consisting of Xi,,Xj,,Xi2,Xj2
and t - 4~ t - I vet [ices chosen
one per block of length i. Since this set S has at most (n;--- 1)d adjacencies on
the other paths Pi for i#l, IN(S)1 ?(t/(t+ 1))(5n/ (d+ 2)) + 31’. Note also that
there are at most 3r2 vertices in n(S) that are not in one of the two blocks
of length 5. It follows that one of Ni, + !, Nj, _ 1,Ni,+ 1,NjZ_ 1 contains at least
(1/4)(f/(r + l))(Sn/(ti+ 2)) vertices so that one of the two blocks of length 5 contains
at least

(zi)(&)+(wl)(%)
vertices, rhat is, at least
25 tn

4(t+l)(d+2)

vertices. IBut since 5t/(4(t+ l)(d+2))> li(d’+ 2 +I- t) for dr5t2, we have that one
of the blocks of length 5 contains at least 5n/(d+ 2 + I- t) + en vertices.
More generally, all but at most one block of length s= 1 mod 4 with sz 5 contain
at least
Stl

d+2+!-t+

S
1Ji

En

vertices and the remaining block, if it exists, contains at least
(s - 5)n
d+2+/-t

+ p?J

“n+(&)(&)

vertices. This, however, implies (by adding the cardinalities of the sets in the blocks)
that
a contradiction,

and the proof of the theorem is complete.

El

“Wheel type” graphs give important information on the extremal properties
related to Pd.,,(G). We start with the wheel graph IV6= Kt + C6 that has b spokes
and b vertices on the rim. Replace each vertex of W6 with some complete graph,
and make each vertex of the corresponding complete graph adjacent to the vertices
in the neighborhood of the replaced vertex. The graphs obtained by this expansion
of vertices of a wheel form a family of *‘generalized wheels”. More precisely, order
the vertices of Wbstarting with the center and followed by the vertices on the rim
in a natural order around the cycle. For positive integers p(i) (04&b),
the
generalized wheel obtained from IQ, by replacing the ith vertex with a completL
graph Kpci, will be denoted by M’(p(O),p(l), . . ..p(b)).

Gerleralized degrees and Merger
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In many of the cases of interest to us, most of the p(i) in the generalized wheel
will be the same or will follow some pattern, so we will adopt the more compact
notation of representing the sequence (p(j), . . . ,p(k)) by (k-j+ 1;~) when p=
p(j)=
. . . =p(k). Thus, W(l,r;l)=
W,and W(m-2,n-m+2;
l)=K,,,_z+C,_,,I+z.
Also, if the pattern (p(l),p(2) , . . . ,p(r)) is repeated s times, we will represent this by
(s; (p( l),p(2), . . . ,p(r))). Hence the generalized wheel W(m,s; (l,p,p, 1)) has m vertices in the center and along the rim there is an alternating pattern of two single vertices followed by two complete graphs with p vertices.
With this notation we now describe an example that illustrates that the bound on
6, in Theorem I has the correct order of magnitude.
Let n, m, d, and t be positive integers such that 5n > 5m + 2d- 6 and such that
(d+ 2)(t + 1) divides 5n - 5m - 2d+ 6. Let r = (Sn - 5m - 2d + 6)/((d + 2)(t + 1jj. The
generalized wheel graph G defined as
G= rW(m-2,(d+2)/5;(1,r,(t-l)r,r,

1))

(see Fig. 1) has rl vertices, is m-connected and has
5n-5m+6-26
d+2

+m-1.

However, &JG)
is not satisfied.
Our next result involves values of t = 2,3,4.

Fig.

I. Generalized wheel where only two of the (d+ 2)/5 repetitions of the pattern are shown.
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Theorem 2. Let t, d, m 2 2 be fixed integers with 2 I t s 4, and d” t. If G is an m-

connected graph of order n witi, 6,(G) z4n/(d + 4 - t) + (m - 1)d + 3t*, then for n
sufficiently large, Pd,,,,(G) is satisfied.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that G is an m-connected graph of order n with
6,(G)z4n/(d+4-t)+(m-l)d+3t*
that does not satisfy Pd.,,,(G) but that G+uv
does satisfy PdJG+ uv) for each pair U, v of nonadjacent vertices of G. Since
G does not satisfy Pd,,,,(G), there are vertices x and y of G for which G does
not satisfy Pd,,,,(x,y). By the lemma, G contains a collection of m internally disjoint x’--y paths, each of length at most max{d+ 1, L(d + 4 - t)/2] + t} = d + 1.
Among all such collections, let P,, P2, . . . , P,, be one, the sum of whose lengths is
minimum.
Assum :. without loss of generality, that P, has length d+ 1, say P,: x=
-u,,-yz, -*-, xd+ 2 = 7. As in the proof of the previous theorem, define the blocks of G.
We observe that every block of length sf 1 mod 4 contains at least sn/(d + 4 - t) vertices and every block of length s= 1 mod 4 contains at least (s - l)n/(d + 4 - t)
vertices. Thus, if we show for all but at most t - 2 blocks of length s= 1 mod 4 that
there are at least n/(d + 4 - t) additional vertices per block not yet counted in
N,UN2U=4JNd+2, we would arrive at the contradiction

IN, uN2u---UNd+21 Z((d+2)-(t-2))

(d+:-t)=n’

Clearly, the number of blocks of length 1 is at most t - 1; otherwise, G contains
a set S of t vertices with
IN&))

13t’+(m-1)d.

Furthermore, if the number of blocks of length 1 in G is denoted by k, then at most
t(t-k-1)/2J
bl oc ks o f 1ength s= 1 mod 4, sz 5, contain fewer than sn/(d + 4 -- t)
vertices. For otherwise, suppose

are such blocks of lengths sl, s2, . . . , s,,withp=L(t-k-1)/2J+1.LetNip+l,N&...9
N i4+Abe the blocks of G of length 1. Then Xi,,Yj,,XiL,
Yjz,. . . 9 Xip, Yjp together with
t-2p vertices from Xiq+,,Xiq+?,...,Xi4+~
form a set S of t vertices. Thus I&&J)l I
4n/(d+ 4 - t) + 3t2 and, consequently we can assume, without loss of generality,
that lNj,-11 Z(l/t)(4n/(d+4-t))Zn/(d+4t). Since INi, UNi,U**m
UNj,-21
L:
(6,- l)n)/(d+ 4 - t), we have that

Generalized degrees and Menger par/l system
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Finally, if t - k s 2, then in fact every block of length sz 2 contains at least
((s + l)n)/(d+ 4 - t) vertices since the t-set S consisting of at most one vertex from
each of the blocks of length 1 plus the endpoints of the block satisfies
4n
d+4-t

+

3t*.

A case by case analysis of 2 I t 5 4 and 0 I k s t - 1 yields the desired contradiction

This completes the proof of the theorem.

0

Let n, m, d and I be positive integers such that 2n > 2m - 4 + I+ d and d + 4 - t
divides 2n - 2m + 4 - I - d. Let G be the generalizec! wheel defined by
G= W(m-2,t-2;1,(d+4-t)/4;(1,r,r,l)),
where r = (2n - 2m - t - d + 4)/(d + 4 - t). Then G is an m-connected graph of order
n. Furthermore,
6,(G) = (4n - 4m - 2t - 2d + 8)/(d + 4 - t) + m - 2 + t; however,
Pd,,(G) is not satisfied. Thus, the result of Theorem 2 is of the correct order of
magnitude.
Our final result is concerned with values of t for which t I 5, but d< St*. Here,
however, no corresponding examples are presently known.
Theorem 3. Let t L 5, d> t, and m ~2 be fixed integers. ff G is an m-co!- vetted
graph of order n with 6,(G) > (t/(t + 1))(5n/(d + 4 - t)) + (m - 1)d + 3t*, then for n
sufficiently large, Pd.,,,(G) is satisfied.
Proof. Assume, to the contrary,

that G is an m-connected graph with 6,(G)?
1))(5n/(d + 4 - t)) + (m - 1)d + 3t2, that does not satisfy Pd.,JG) but that
G+ MDdoes satisfy P&JG+ UD)for each pair u, u of nonadjacent vertices of G.
Since G does not satisfy P&,,(G), there are vertices x and y of G for which G does
not satisfy P&(x, y). By the lemma, G contains a collection of m interna!ly disjoint
x-y paths, each of length at most max{d+ 1, L2((t -c 1)/t j((d+ 4 - t)/5)] +-t) 5
d + I. Among all such collections, let P,, P2, . . . , P,?, be one, the sum of whose
lengths is minimum. Assume, without loss oi’ generality, that P, has length d+ 1,
say P,: X=&X*, . . . . xd+ 2 = y. As in the proofs of the previous two theorems,
define the blocks of G. As before, every block of length sf 1 mod 4 contains at least
sn/(d+4t) vertices, and every block of length s= 1 mod 4 contains at !c:;rst
(s- l)n/(d + 4 - t) vertices. In fact, each block of length s= 1 mod 4, sz 5 contains
at least sn/(d + 4 - t) - (1/(t + 1))(5n/:d+ 4 - t)) vertices. Furthermore, G has at
most t - 1 blocks of length 1.
We first observe that if the number of blocks of length 1 in G is denoted by k,
(t/(t +
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O&sr-2,
then at most L(r-kfewer than sn/(d+ 4 - t) t&ices.

1)/2J blocks of lengths=
For otherwise, suppose

1 mod4, ~25, contain

.
Ni,,9

Ni,,

+

19

l

l

l

9

Nj,,

+l. Let Ni,,+,,
are such blocks of lengths s,,s~, . . . , sp with p= L(t-k-1)/2]
be
the
blocks
of
G
of
length
1.
Then
Xi,,~~,,Xi,,~j~,..-,Xi,,,Yj,,
Nitl+:9
-• 9 Ni,.k
together with r-2p vertices of Xi,,.,,Xi,,+z,....x~.,+~
f&m
a set S of I vertices. Thus
and, consequently we can assume that
IN(S)1 z(t/(t+ 1))(5n/(d+4-r))+3t2
/Nj, _ I 1~ (1 /(t + 1))(5n/(d + 4 - t)). Since
l

we have that
~~i,UNi,U...UN~,~~d~~

- t.

Thus, the total number of blocks of G of length s with fewer than sn/(d+ 4 - t) vertices is at most t- 2 and so
IN,UNzU--9UNti+,I>((d+2)-(r-2))

(d+:-J=n*

and we obtain a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that G has exactly c - 1 blocks of length 1. Then, however,
every other block of G of length s> 1 contains at least (s+ l)n/(d+ 4 - t) vertices and
again we have

But this is a contradiction and hence the proof of the theorem is complete.

Cl

Corollary 4. Let t, d, m L 2 be fixed integers and 5 s t < d. If G is an nz-comected
graph of order n with 6,(G) 1 (t/(t + 1))(5n/(d+ 2 - L(t - 1)/2])) + (m - l)d+ 3t2
and a(G)1 (m - l)d-+ 3t, then for n sufficient/y large, G satisfies Pd.,,,(G).
Proof. If G were a csunterexample, then as in the proof of Theorem 3, we would
have that if G has k blocks of length 1, then at most L(t- k- 1)/2] blocks of length
s= 1 mod 4, ~15, contain fewer than sn/(d+4 - t) vertices. The minimum degree
condition, however, implies that k= 0 and the result follows. IIJ
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